Synoptic History of Microbiology and Microbial Quantumics
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Abstract: Microbiology is defined as the study of living organism that are not visible to the naked eyes. Microbiology as a discipline has evolved via research and discoveries over centuries and decades. Its definitions and prospects have changed and its paradigm has enlarged in terms of meaning, research and understanding. These researches have implanted milestones in the race of man. This review paper is set to discuss some synoptic historical events in Microbiology. From the events in the Garden of Eden to the discovery of the first animacules, through spontaneous generation disputations and fermentation era, discovery of antibiotics to present events in biotechnology, nanotechnology, and future branch of microbiology which is microbial quantumics. Microbial quantumics’ is defined as the study of behavioral pattern of microbes in the subatomic realm. The possibility of studying the behaviour of microbes in the subatomic realm is unspoken because of difficulties and uncertainty of man to tap into that ‘yet-to-be-born’ era. One of the difficulties that veils man’s eyes is setting up an experimental design or model to really see the anomalous comportement of the animacules for ourselves. The spinning of microbes at a given rotation per minute and in a carefully designed model can twitch history to discovering more quantumics by microbes. Although the behavioral phenomenon by the animacules may be asymptotic but can be detected if there is change in final state $W^f$ and the initial state $W^i$ in the experimental design. Therefore, microorganisms will take the lead way to understanding the subatomic realm.
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1. Introduction

Microbiology as a discipline actually began from the Garden of Eden. God created man and every living thing therein [1]. But man hasn’t constructed the tools for the study of these tiny creatures until Robert Hooke diagrammatically described a mould (fungus) in 1665. However, the first bacteria was first viewed by a Dutch Merchant; Anthony Van Leeuwenhook in 1674. He wrote to the Royal Academy of Science “very many tiny animalcules, wherefore some were roundish, others were a bit oval. On these last, I saw two little legs near the head, and two little fins at the hind most end of the body. Others were some what longer than an oval, and these were very slow a moving, and few in number. These animalcules had diverse colour, some being whitish and transparent; others with green and very glittering with scales, others gain were green in the middle, and before and behind white; others were ashed grey. And the motion of most of these animalcules in the water was so swift, and so various, upwards, downwards, and round about, that twas wonderful to see” [2].

Ever since Leuwenhook’s discovery, there was claim that the existences of these animalcules were real, then scientists went head long to solve world’s misery through the noble discipline and to prove the existence of these animalcules. These scientists turned the knob of history to give the world a meaning via research and discoveries and ensignia the phase or ages of man. One of such time in the 18th century was on
spontaneous generation.

2. Spontaneous Generation

This conviction held that life could and regularly did originate from non-living matter. The theory of spontaneous generation was commonly accepted from the earliest periods of biological history until the middle of the last century [3]. The work of the L. Pasteur and F. Redi was highly significant in representing that spontaneous generation does not normally take place today. However, evolutionists often assumed that some form of spontaneous generation occurred in the far distant past, even though they consider that it is unlikely that it could occur today. This discovery led to further unwinding in the field of fermentation [2].

2.1. Fermentation Discovery

Pasteur demonstrated that fermentation is caused by the growth of microorganisms, and the emergent growth of bacteria in nutrient broths is not due to spontaneous, but rather to biogenesis [4]. A local wine manufacturer, M. Bigot, the father of his student, sought for his advice on the problems of making beetroot alcohol and ferment after long storage. In 1857, he developed his ideas stating that: "I intend to establish that, just as there is an alcoholic ferment, the yeast of beer, which is omnipresent decomposed sugar into alcohol and carbonic acid, so also there is a particular ferment, lactic yeast always present when sugar became lactic acids. From his son-in-law perspective, Pasteur presented his experiment on sour milk titled "Lattae Fermentation" in August 1857 [5].

He established that yeast was conscientious for fermentation to produce alcohol from sugar, in the absence of oxygen. He also verified that fermentation could also produce lactic acid (due to bacterial contamination), which makes wines sour. This is regarded as the foundation of Pasteur's fermentation experiment and contradicts of spontaneous generation of life. Pasteur's research also showed that the growth of micro-organism was responsible for spoiling beverages, such as beer, wine and milk. With this established, he invented a process in which liquids such as milk were heated to a temperature between 60 and 100°C. Research continued not just in the food industries but in infectious diseases and medicine by Koch and Ehrlich.

2.2. Koch Postulates

Robert Koch was named the father of Clinical Microbiology and Bacteriology because of his postulates on infectious disease and culture of bacteria. He worked on Anthrax and in 1877, where he revealed typical Bacilli (Bacillus anthracis) with squarish ends in the blood of cattle that died from the disease. Other bacteria discovered by Robert Koch are Mycobacterium tuberculosis the causative agent of tuberculosis (1882), Vibrio cholera which causes cholera (1883) [6].

He developed a technique for isolating bacteria on a culture plate. Robert Koch was the first person to grow bacteria on solid culture media, where he employed gelatin as a solidifying agent. [7]. In 1905, he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Physiology and Medicine, for investigations and discoveries of the disease tuberculosis “TB”. Koch’s postulate provided guidelines to identify the causative agent of an infectious disease though they were some adjustments [6, 8].

Koch’s postulates are:

1. A specific organism can always be found in association with a given disease, according to him infectious agent must before the disease come into play.
2. The organism can be isolated and grown in pure culture in the laboratory that is, this causative agent can be obtained if cultured.
3. The pure culture will produce the disease when inoculated into a susceptible animal. He also found out that when the causative agent is inoculated into a healthy laboratory animal the same disease would manifest.
4. It is possible to recover the organism in pure culture from the experimentally infected animal or diseased animal [2].

2.3. Discovery of Antibiotics

In 1908 to 1910, Paul Ehrlich during his chose selective stains; synthesized arsenic multifarious arsphenamine and test them against some organism and he found out that were inhibiting the growth of those microorganism. Because of the effectiveness of this compound against T. pallidum, the compound was coined magic bullet. His discovery led to the existence antibiotics for the treatment of microbial infections [9].

2.4. Biotechnology

Biotechnology is the integrated use of biochemistry, microbiology, and engineering sciences in order to achieve technological (industrial) application of the capabilities of micro-organisms, cultured tissue cells. The name biotechnology was given by an Hungarian engineer Karoly Ereky in 1919 to describe a technology based on converting raw materials into a more useful product [10]. After World War II, crucial discoveries were brought to light. In 1953, Watson and Crick cleared the mysteries of DNA as a genetic material, by giving a structural model of DNA [11] while in
2003, the human genome project was completed. The field of biotechnology has evolved into genetic engineering, proteomics, plant biotechnology even cloning [12].

2.5. Nanotechnology

This is the talk of the world at present. Nanotechnology is the design and application of materials of $10^{-9}$ scale [13, 14]. Nanoscopic materials has long existed but was not discovered until Norio Tanichishi and Richard Feyman opened the door to this reality as are today called the fathers of nanotechnology. The application of this field has span through medical, environment, food and industrial sector around the globe. Its’ use is still ever increasing as its risks are known. At present there are nano meds, nano foods made from natural or synthetic nano materials into an unphantomable form that can be consumed and accepted by the living cells. The risks of this evolving technology is still ascertain in many countries especially in the developing countries though it is the field of the moment [14].

2.6. Microbial Quantumics

Microbial quantumics is one of the futuristic step that will enable scientist understand the quantum real. Microbial quantumics as the behaviour of microbes in the sub atomic realm. Microbes are the only living organism that really experiences this realm. However, because of some uncertainty the research might still be in the cocoon. One of such difficulty is to create a pilot scale for the visualization of the behaviour of microbes in the realm.

It’s still of possibility to create pilot scale experimental study with photosynthetic microbe to observe their behaviour. It doesn’t have to be metal or the more the intensity of light ray unto the microbe as stated by Albert Einstein [15]. The pure stationary system that we have studied hitherto must be subject to non- stationary interactions in set ups of realistic experiments which allows preparation and detection’ [16].

For example, the colour of the sun is violet but what we see as the colour of the sun isn’t most of the time violet. Because of the circumstances such as distance, rotation and revolution that surrounds the globe, which cause light wave to bend [17].

Another example on Light wave is its ability to travel and bend. When light ray strikes water, it bends in water (refraction). Outside the water surface, the light ray as wave is straight, but when it strikes the surface of the water, it bends [17, 18] but what if the aquatic body like the fishes see something else? However, they react and live accordingly displaying manner of behaviour to dodge the ray. Light isn’t the only classical example, radio wave and laser beams can be used as source too.

In the microbial world, reactions happen when we can glitch a microbe in light or wave, they could react and display manner of behaviour or mannerism as a way of expression in the other dimension. In some cases, it may be asymptotic but we can detect it overtime as long as there is a difference between the final state, $W^{(f)}$ and the initial state $W^{(i)}$ [19].

3. Conclusion and Recommendation

Microbial quantums is a possibility to solve greatest miseries in the world as it will birth answers to understanding humanity and the world we occupy. In the nearest future, the definition of microbiology will metamorphose from the study of living things too small to be seen except with the aid of microscope, to the study, design and lifestyle/behaviour of tiny animalcules to solve world’s misery and for economic gain.
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